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Krock reigns as Homecoming Queen 2000
By Mandy Lamb and Kate Ehrich
News writers

■ H P l

H om ecom ing co u rt (r-l) H eidi A n ksorus, A lison G arcia, K rock,
H eath er N u nnery and N atalie Reed

(GlimmerGlass photo by Sarah Kring)

A li Krock, N aperville, III., greets th e coro
nation audience as Hom ecom ing Queen,

(GlimmerGlass photo by Sarah Kring)

As the angelic sound of harp
music played softly in the back
ground, students, parents and faculty
entered Chalfant Hall for the 2000
Homecoming coronation.
The theme of this year was
The Secret Garden. There were
sprays of flowers with ivy curling
around a small water fountain.
Strings of white lights added to the
ambiance of the evening. The Tshaped catwalk was decorated with
garden greenery and yellow and ma
genta mums.
The lights dimmed and emcees
Tommy and Jessica Mittendorf
walked out to the podium. Tommy is
the Resident Director of Nesbitt Hall
and Jessica works for Student
Services Support. The pair introduced
the parents of the members of the
homecoming court. The parents
stood tall as their names were called,
proud to be the parent of a candidate.
The ladies were announced
as they were escorted to the runway.
Then parents shared pre-recorded
anecdotes of their daughter’s lives.
First Heidi Anksorus, then Alison
Garcia, then Ali Krock, then Heather
Nunnery, and last but not least
Natalie Reed.
As each parent
bragged on their girls, everyone knew
how special each one was to her fam
ilies.
Ali Krock’s parents told
about where Ali was most ticklish.
This was the norm of the night as
many parents shared embarrassing,
but funny secrets about their daugh
ters.
The focus of coronation is
Christ-centered. Instead of highlight
ing each lady’s beauty or accomplish
ments, emphasis is placed on her per
sonal faith.
Parents not only shared the
lighter moments, they concentrated
on the development of the Christian
walks of their daughters.
As Jamie Higgins, a
Resident Adviser of Wiliams Hall
sang I’d Rather Have Jesus, the court
waited to learn who would crowned.
Elizabeth Garcia, 1999
Homecoming Queen, spoke to -die
court about how the real world made
her realize how precious things like
chapel and our faith are taken for
granted.
After Krock received her
crown, Katie Chapin and Mindy
Shotts, members of the Women’s
Residential Life council, sang
Adonai, and Krock stepped on to the
runway as Olivet’s new Homecoming
Queen.

News 2
Students today,
leaders tomorrow

Fire drills aw aken
campus residents

By Kate Ehrich
News writer

Jennifer Waldron
News writer

Free food! “It’s always
difficult getting up early on a Sat
urday morning. I heard there was
going to be free food!” said Dr.
David Van Heemst of the Political
Science Department at Olivet.
Van Heemst will be the featured
keynote speaker at the next Lead
ership Forum and he is all about
the food.
The Forum is an opportu
nity for student leaders to sharpen
their leadership skills. Last year,
Van Heemst spoke on leadership
insights from 20th century lead
ers. This year, he is taking that
concept a step century.
“I am looking forward to
grappling with the big issues with
this year’s students,” said Van
Heemst. As far as last year’s fo
rum, he enjoyed interacting with
the students at the end of the pre
sentation, “About a dozen of us
stayed around to grapple with big
issues for about 30 minutes,” he
said. Van Heemst stated that he
has learned more from his stu
dents in his eight years at ONU

than he could ever hope to teach
them. “I listen to students. That’s
the only way I am able to ‘stay in
touch’,” said Van Heemst, “I have
a little sign in my desk, ‘It’s listen
ing, Stupid’, which I wrote as the
key to impacting students.”
“Grappling” will most likely
take place as the discussion turns
to examples of servant leadership.
“My favorite [servant leader] is
my wife, April,” said Van Heemst,
“she taught me the meaning of un
conditional love. She not only
lives it, she IS unconditional
love.”
As far as his leadership style
goes, Van Heemst wants to en
courage the student lives he comes
in contact with. “What can give
me a more meaningful life than to
give myself to the students I
love?!” he stated, “My two deep
est passions are ideas and peple.
College teaching allows me to get
paid for thinking and for hopefully
making a small impact on the next
generation.”

There you are all snuggled
up in your bed, with the covers
up to your neck, dreaming the
night away. When you are sud
denly awoken by an extremely
loud noise blaring through your
room. You know the noise isn’t
your alarm clock yet you con
tinue to hit the snooze button in
hopes that it will go away. With
in seconds chaos breaks out in
the hallway and it is not long
before your RA is pounding on
your door. What could possibly
be going on? Well, it’s fire drill
time!
In recent years, many
college campuses have experi
enced fires in their residential
halls. Many injuries and deaths
have occurred from these fires.
It is believed that these injuries
and deaths could have been pre
vented if students had been
more aware of proper exiting
routes and what exactly the fire
alarm sounds like. These recent

fires which have struck neighboring
campuses have raised the awareness
of our Student Development Staff.
Olivet has decided to hold more fire
drills each semester and more period
ically.;
Olivet’s campus has been
fortunate to not have had any fire out
breaks, but
should an accident occur the Student
Development staff wants the stu
dents to be prepared.
Many students are not aware
of what the fire alarms sound like or
the correct way to exit the building.
In case of a real fire, this could be a
life or death situation.
With the continuous fire
drills, Olivet hopes to prepare each
student, in case a fire should occur.
Olivet has also taken up new policies
to help prevent fires. The new rule
with no candles in the room is one of
them. Other campuses have banned
halogen lamps from their campus. As
of right now Olivet has not seen the
need to do so, but will continue to
seek out means of fire prevention.

Gibson students forced to new residence
By: Kindra Arwood
News writer

There will be Gibson students
moving to various locations around
campus including the La Vasseur,
Grand, and the Stratford Apart
ments by the middle of this week.
The reason for the move is a prob
lem in Gibson Hall with mold.

There have been 11 types of mold
found in the apartment building, and
there was a decision made to clear
out the girls and properly take care
of the problem. While none of the
molds found are harmful there are
some that may irritate allergies. The
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girls were given a list of the molds,
and their possible affects, so they
could better understand what they
are dealing with. A few different
treatments have been tried previous
ly, but the efforts to improve the sit
uation failed and the decision to
move the girls out was made recent
ly. It will not be an easy transition,
but both Administration and the
Gibson residents are dealing with it
the best they can. Something need
ed to be done about the mold prob
lem. The students in Gibson made a
video to show exactly what they
were living with,showing the gross
conditions and mold in the building.
The only way to completely remove
the problem meant moving the stu
dents out for a time so the mold
could be properly treated.
The students who move from
Gibson are not expected to be itt new
locations for the remainder of the
year, but are expected to be out of
their apartments until a week after
the start of second semester. With
the move being unexpected, there
were a lot of frustrations facing the
Gibson students in the beginning.
Kristi Bennet, a
junior and Gibson Hall resident says,
“I feel that initially it was difficult to
convey the magnitude of the deci
sion to move us. The timing was re
ally bad, with midterm tests, projects
and papers due. Along with this, we
had to find time to pack and move
out.”

There was a meeting btween
Administration and Gibson students
where each were encouraged to
speak freely about their concerns,
plans and feelings on the subject.
Bennet says, “The
meeting was helpful. I feel that
they (Administration) were willing
to talk to us and listen to our con
cerns. As a result of the meeting,
some of the plans changed, and
some of our. main concerns, such as
having the apartments stay together,
were met.”
The fact that this is a stressful
situation for Gibson residents has
been acknowledged and there are
many things that are going on to
help make this transition as easy as
possible. For example, during the
moving process, the Buildings and
Grounds department is helping stu
dents move during the day. Accord
ing to Jodie Lindgren, RD of
Gibson, the students will also re
ceive a monetary re-imbursement
along with reimbursement for car
pets, including area rugs and furni
ture cleaning.
When the students do move
back into their Gibson rooms, they
will find a newly renovated hall,
with new closets, floor tile, and
some painting will also be done
while the students are out of the
building.

News 3
Show love; give food

Volunteer Possibilities

By Alisha King
News writer

Dear Campus Leader,
As the holiday season approaches, several opportunities are
available in our local community for charitable giving o f our time
and energy. The following lists several possibilities for a student
club or organization to adopt.

The Psychology Department on
campus is asking for your support and
help as they organize the annual food
drive. Dr. Bill Bell is heading it up this
year and this also happens to be his first
year sponsoring the drive.
The food drive will run until the
end of October, so you still have some
time to make some donations. The
food will be collected and will go to the
College Church pantry. The pantry
supports approximately 250 amilies a
month, and Dr. Bell says that it is one
of the largest food drives around.
When asked about the mission of the
club, he stated that the organization is
meant “ to reach out into social servic
es to help other people.”
So go and dig through your cab
inets and donate just a little something,
whether it be time or food. The organi
zation will appreciate your help, but
more importantly, the families you
touch will remember it forever.

1. Work a Salvation Army Christmas Kettle for a day at a local
retail
establishment.
2. Sort clothes at local thrift stores.
3. Clean and organize local food pantries in preparation for holi
day
deliveries.
4. Prepare, serve and clean-up after lunch at local hom eless shel
ters.
If you are willing to assume responsibility for assembling a team
and completing one o f the above projects with your club or orga
nization, please contact me by responding to this e-mail, calling
me at 5230 or stopping by my office. I look forward to working
with you and our local community this holiday season!
-Ron Hadley

________ :

JO E’S
AUTOMOTIVE
INC.

560 S. W ashington Ave.
KANKAKEE
937-9281
Electrical Problems?
See LARRY NOTEKH,
Electrical Specialist

_______________________

We
Need
You,
Now!

W ho’s W ho Among Students in Aj
Universities and Colleges elections
By Brooke Wright
News writer
It is almost time for the
Who’s Who Among Stu
dents in American Uni
versities and
Colleges elections. This
honor will be given to 22
graduating seniors at
Olivet.
Certain criterion must
be met in order for a stu
dent to be nominated for
this
award. The student must
have a 2.7 GPA or higher
and have the intent of
graduating in 2000 or
2001.
Ron
Hadley,
Olivet’s Director of Com
munity Life, said, “stu
dents must have been in-

can nominate students who
meet the proper criteria.
Hadley said, “It is stressed
that this is not a popularity
contest.” A ballot is com
piled after the nominations
are received. All juniors
and senior students can
vote on Nov. 14 and 15,
during lunch hours and the
faulty can vote on Nov. 17.

volved in two extra curricular
activities or more and must show
positive Christian witness on
campus and exhibit potential
for future leadership.” Hadley
said, “They will receive certifi
cates at the award ceremony at
the end of the year.’’ They will
also receive recognition in the
Aurora, the annual yearbook.
Hadley also pointed out that this
award is also a good piece of in
formation to put on a resume for
a future job.
These students are nominated
and elected by faculty members
and students. All
faculty members and certain jun
ior and seniors are sent forms
with which they

I

B etter In g red ien ts.
B etter P lu s .
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from the following:

Guitar
Bass
Keyboard
Drums
.

ONU CAMPUS SPECIAL

«2 Ü 4

If you are a musician
that can play one (or
more) Instruments

J

W riters
Needed!
Call
M andy
Lamb
News
E ditor
Ex:

6325

anchor can sing

Lead Vocals
for a band consisting
of these instruments,
and would love to, and
can learn some new
songs, write original
m aterial and perform

regularly
then, you need to talk
to us!
for more details
call us.

9 3 3 -4 4 0 8
or
9 3 3 -8 4 3 1
ask for Don
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Opinions
Editor argues abortion stance
By Matt Stump
Opinions editor

In this year’s presidential
election, too much emphasis has been
put on the issue of abortion. The real
ity of the issue is that no matter which
man is elected president, the constitu
tional decision of whether the gov
ernment cannot regulate what a wom
an can do concerning her body (Roe
v. Wade), will not be overturned. If
it was, then the United States consti
tution would indeed be neglected and
the people’s rights would be
infringed upon.
Many of the pro-life advo
cates ask the question, “What about
the unborn child’s rights?” This

brings up the question of whose
rights are violated. The United States
has decided that a person already
breathing on their own must be grant
ed rights. Based on this premise,
should a fetus, unable to breathe
alone, be granted rights?
Another argument that many
pro-life defendants present is that a
child can be given up for adoption if
he/she is unwanted or unplanned. To
me this seems a little like basing a life
on a game of chance. How do you
know if the parents that child will go
to are fit parents? My two older
brothers are adopted; they are two of
the lucky ones. However, how can
one be sure that others will be as
lucky? How does one even know if
they will be adopted? Is it right for so
many children to be shuffled around
foster homes for 18 years and then be
put on the street?
I understand that this is a
sensitive subject for many people yet
one that should be addressed. Abor
tion is a choice. This country is
founded on the freedom to choose.
We can choose what we buy at the
store, which kind of music we listen
to, etc. As a Christian I am so glad
that I can choose which religion to

believe and which church I can
attend. We can even choose the lead
er of the country, yet when it comes
to abortion all of the sudden people
cry out for the right to choose to be
done away with. Why the double
standard? What is the country to gain
from stopping this choice?
Eliminating the right to
choose in America would mean that
we could no longer be labeled a
democracy. The right to choose is an
essential part of what makes the
United States a free country. By argu
ing against this right to choose, one
argues against the very foundation of
this country’s existence. Our forefa
thers sought freedom from a hierar
chy that chose for the people. The
United States grants people to choose
in what they as individuals feel is
right. The issue of abortion is a hot
topic that should be debated.
Many people have differing
views and of course, many good
points to present in this debate. I
encourage you to write a letter to me
expressing your views. I will be glad
to read and respond, and if appropri
ate and signed, it may be published.

Letter
to the
E d ito r
Dear Editor,

This letter is in re
sponse to the article Get Out
and Vote in Nov. by Michael
Podugski and Laura Paul that
was in the October 20th issue
of the Glimmer Glass. In this
article the authors contend that
the right choice for an
Olivetian and a Christian in
this years election is a vote for
George W. Bush. There reason
ing for this opinion is simple,
George W. Bush is in opposi
tion to abortion, while A1 Gore
is for the wholesale infanticide
of unborn American children.
Now I have visited A1
Gore’*s website and nowhere
does it say that he is favor of
infanticide. However he does
say that he is in favor of a
woman’s right to choose;
which I guess for the authors
translates into a maniacal plan
to murder America’s children.
No matter where you stand on
the abortion issue this article
uses inflammatory language to
paint a biased portrait of A1
Gore, and what he stands for.
On the other side, the
authors of this article dismiss
George W. Bush’s use of
tion to why they felt an abortion was money by big oil companies as
what the mother really experiences
the answer. Many felt that their im
a desperate dying attempt by
when she is pregnant.
liberals to confuse the Ameri
mediate
needs
(money,
schooling,
Most of these women, who
can voters.
housing,
clothes)
blocked
their
abili
Christians shame in churches and in
If the authors of this
ty
to
see
their
way
to
carrying
the
front of abortion clinics, see abortion
article can’t even see the fact
child.
not as an option, but as a last resort
that George W. Bush is backed
Sadly, the reasons for abor
by corporate interests then they
without support.
tions are a lack of support physical
have missed the boat. Neither
In the political jargon that
ly,
financially,
emotionally,
and
men
candidate is perfect; both have
has been thrown around for the past
qualities that are not exactly
tally.
Today,
women
are
shamed
by
30 years, we have lost track of what
the Christian or Olivetian way.
their own families and churchesthe
is truly at stake. Yes, every human
This
article does a disservice to
very ones Christ has sent out to be
has the freedom of choice. The
potential voters by giving an
fathers of our nation included this in Jesus to the nations. Did Jesus
extremely biased opinion of the
shame the woman caught in adul
presidential candidates.
our laws. However, it is only a free
tery? Or when Mary was pregnant
If the Olivetian way is
choice when the chooser has all of
truly EDUCATION with a
with
Jesus
(she
was
not
married),
the information needed to make a
Christian Purpose than a true
choice she can truly live with for the did Joseph shame her?
Olivetian should ignore biased
Instead of arguing a stand
rest of her life. In his book Lime 5,
and illogical arguments such as
for pro-life or pro-choice, Christians
Mark Crutcher relates hundreds of
this one, do some research on
need to take action to truly make life their own, and make an
cases of women who have received
abortions without receiving informa a viable choice. Instead of judging, - informed decision. •
tion on the risks involved (i.e. sterili we need to embrace women who
--Peter J. Bretzlaff
ty, miscarriage, death) and as a result find themselves in an unplanned
pregnancy. Instead of condemning
have faced severe consequences. I
their decision, we need to give them
am sorry to say that in my experi
ence, I have seen that women do not the information to empower them to
have all of the information they need make the best decision. Instead of
to make such a choice. They need to- rubbing their noses in their past, we
need to show them the forgiveness
be informed about the developing
and grace of Christ.
Write a letter to the editor.
life inside of them; the procedures,
risks, and effects of abortion; and the
' We want to hear your opin- ,
plethora of resources available to
p0n§.
enable them to choose life.
I have counseled women
Editor’s note: The opinions o f the
Em ail hstrous@ olivet.edu
who were set on having an abortion,
writers o f this publication are not
or send a hard copy to
and when they realized the implica
necessarily representative o f the
Heather Strous.
tions (physical, mental, spiritual,:
GlimmerGlass sta ff as a whole nor o f
emotional) of this option, they began Olivet Nazarene University. The
sto think about what they were really
GlimmerGlass encourages letters to
doing. This opened upithe conversa-- the editor.
•— ——-H—1 —I - - •

Grace fo r L ife: a n o th er view
By Kate Ehrich
Opinions writer

During this past summer, I
did an internship at a Christian preg
nancy center in Oak Lawn, IL.
While I was there, I was trained as a
caregiver who counseled women in
unplanned pregnancies. This coun
seling was done in person and over
the phone.
Instead of looking at the
pro-life and pro-choice movements
as black and white, I learned from
my experience that there are many
more issues involved than those of
right to life and freedom of choice. I have come to discover that
these phrases are merely pretty
words that make the deeper issues
seem less harsh. Right to life only
refers to the right of the unborn to
live. It does not guarantee that this
individual will have a good quality
of life. Then again, not one person
alive has this guarantee. Freedom of
choice is the farthest thing from

|G o t Something
to say?

Features
Olivetians For Life:
voice for the unborn
By Nicole Shearer
Features writer

Olivetians For Life, is an oncampus pro-life ministry group that
interacts with the local Crisis
Pregnancy Center and a few political
organizations. Our mission statement
is: In the belief that all life, including
the unborn is valuable and worthy.
We will uphold its life in the eyes of
society. There is no child’s life not
worth having the chance to live and
grow. We shall strive to create with
our generation a new social con
sciousness, on that will enhance the
dignity of all human life. By doing
this we shall change a society that
attempts to solve its problems by
aborting innocent unborn children,
and by advocating and condoning in
fanticide and euthanasia. Olivetians
For Life’s vision is to speak for the
unborn babies who cannot speak for
themselves.
The club was formed a few
years ago, by Katie Lewis, a graduat
ed Olivet student. It was her passion
for life combined with a vision to
speak up for the unborn that founded

the group. The faculty sponsor for
the group is Dr. Norma Wood. The
group changes in size year by year,
yet die vision remains. This year’s
club has fifteen members, including
its president, Nicole Shearer.
One of the main opportunities in
OFL is to work with the Living
Alternatives Crisis Pregnancy Center
in Kankakee.
There are
two fundraisers each year that OFL
participates in. The Rock for Life,
rocking in a rocking chair in memo
ry of the babies who cannot be
rocked because of abortion, is in the
fall. This year’s Rock for Life was on
October 27 at Open Bible Center in
Kankakee. The Walk for Life, usual
ly with pink and blue balloons that
read Choose Life, is in the spring.
The donations raised from these
fundraiser’s allows the Crisis Preg
nancy Center to continue it’s servic
es of free pregnancy tests and coun
seling, free post abortion counseling
and free clothing distribution.
Members of OFL are also encour
aged, but not required to volunteer at
the CPC.
In the past they have
worked with the Right to Life, doing
anything from stuffing envelopes for
pro-life mailings, to marching on the
street with pro-life signs. This year
there are new opportunities to work
with Concerned Women for America
and Virtue Pac.Olivetians for Life is
not just any club, but one that seeks
to educate members and do some
thing about the tragedy of abortion.
If you would like to be involved, you
can contact Nicole Shearerat nshearer@lolivet.edu.

Foe?
By Laura Paul
Features Writer
Most people would agree that
bugs and insects are quite “icky,” but
with every rule there are a few excep
tions. Perhaps these are the butterfly
or the ladybug. Although, one may
notice that the ladybugs are in abun
dance this season than the butterfly.
So let’s ponder over this small beetle
creature known as the ladybug and
answer some questions.
Why are there so many this
year? Is it the weather? And, why are
there so many unreported “attacks” of
these beetles? The abundance of
these insects is due to the weather. If
you haven’t noticed, it is rather warm
for being November, and like all
pests, they like the warmth. Since the
bitter cold from the Chicago lakefront hasn’t gotten here to Olivet, the
ladies haven’t departed this life yet.
So if you add up the surviving ladybugs from last year’s mild winter and
add up to the surviving ladybugs of
this season, what do you get: a
plethora of fine ladybugs. Many
households have become a motel for
the ladybugs. The creepy-crawly
things know that winter is coming, so
they are searching for a warm place
to crash. They thrive in the cracks and
crevices of your homes. There they
can multiply and “bug” the daylights
out of you.
Who befriends the ladybugs?
Ladybugs can have friends too. Their
friends are farmers and gardeners.
The agricultural worker appreciates
this predator beetle. Ladybugs snack
on little transparent insects called
aphids. These aphids are found on
stems and leaves of plants like the
tomato plant. The farmer wants the
ladybugs to eat these insects so they
won’t eat up their plants. Some com

UPS has the best ']
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1
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panies have gone so far as to import
ladybugs for sale as a “natural pest
control”. These imported ladybugs
are a more aggressive species, and
they don’t die in the winter, they
hibernate;
This brings us to our last ques
tion about the ladybug, a.k.a. the
ladybird, and a.k.a. the ladybeetle.
Why are these little red-shelled black
polka-dot creatures attacking us?
Glad to say this isn’t a twisted, gener
ic plot of some Alfred Hitchcock
movie. True, there have been com
plaints from our student body that the
ladybugs are biting them. This state
ment is partially true. The ladybugs
are not attacking us. Although, it
might seem that they are.
Nonetheless, what they are doing is
searching for food. Remember that
their food, the aphids, is not around
anymore. They’ve been eaten or
hibernating. So what these ladybugs
are doing is trying to find something
else to eat. They are “testing the
waters” if you will. Hopefully, for
your sake, they realize that humans
are not suitable for their diet. Still,
this tid-bit of information doesn’t
explain the fact that they seem to fly
right up to us as if they want to get in
our faces with some ladybug attitude.
They are simply looking for that heat,
or warmth, again. You could say
these “ladies” are attracted to our
body heat.
Hopefully, the “icky” stereo
type is partially removed. Just
remember, these ladybugs are only
searching for warmth, shelter, and
food, the basic needs of life. Can you
blame them for that? And another
thing, befriend them, they need other
friends outside their agricultural cir
cle.

G ift Boxes!
Assorted Sizes!
$.25 each!
Contact Kate
a t ext. 5315
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Olivet stu
dents make a
difference

HEY YOU!!
Is there a specific Issue
that you w ould like to
hear more about? Or

By Kristin Henrichs
Features writer

w ould you like to write
yourself? Contact Jamie
Long at 6 3 2 6 or via email at jlong@olivet.edu

Olivetian shaves
head fo r cancer
By Mandy Lamb
News Editor
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Have you ever had the urge to
just go out and shave your head? Well
Kristina Cloud got this exact urge this
summer. She just decided one day,
Wouldn’t it be fun to shave my head?
When running her idea by one of her
friends, they suggested that she
donate her hair to people with cancer.
Naturally Kristina thought this was a
great idea.
She began doing some research
on different organizations that dealt
with hair donations for cancer
patients. She came across many, only
one however really jumped out and
really caught her attention. Locks of
Love, in particular stood out to
Cloud because it was only for chil
dren with cancer. Kristina, being the
lover of children that she is, is going
into youth ministry and therefore
wanted to donate to Locks of Love
cause they deal strictly with kids.
So how does all this work? You
just shave your head, throw the hair
in a bag, put a stamp on it and mail it
to Locks of Love? Not quite. First,
your hair must be 10 inches long in
order to donate. This is why you may
have seen Kristina at the beginning of
the year with long hair. She wasn’t
able to cut it over the summer, she
had to wait until it reached 10 inches.
There is also a special way that the
hair must be cut. Once the hair gets, to
Locks of Love, it is hand woven into
wigs for children. It takes donations
from about 6 people to make one wig.
As for Kristina, she has no
regrets at all. It”s been a great way to
meet people. Total strangers just
come up and rub my head. I just turn
around and say ‘Hi I’m Kristina!”’
Now that is almost winter, she does
get a little cold. However, she has
plenty of hats that keep her head
plenty warm when she goes out.
Cloud also admits that it makes
mornings getting ready for class
much easier.
So, if you’ve ever had that urge
to just shave your head one day, then
go for it. Donate it to a child with
cancer. If you would like more infor
mation on how you can donate your

Freshm an, K ristin a C loud
shaved her head to donate
her h air to kids w ith cancer.

(GlimmerGlass photo by Sarah
Kring)
hair and about Locks of Love you can
read about it at www.locksoflove.org.

“How
blessed is
he who
considers
the help
less; the
Lord will
deliver him
in a day of
trouble.”
Psalm 41:1

Have you seen little kids run
ning around campus lately? Have you
been wondering whose they are?
Well, they might be part of the Big
Brothers/Big Sisters program that has
swept Olivet this year.
Olivet’s Big Brothers/Big Sisters
is a program designed for Olivet stu
dents to have a personal relationship
with a child. Val Suiter, student leader
for Olivet’s program, started this pro
gram in 1999 when she saw the need
for good role models. After working
for a camp for foster and abuse chil
dren, Val decided that these kids
needed someone. This is when she
started the program through Urban
Children’s Ministries, or UCM. At
the time she co-ordered UCM, she
took foster and abuse children and
paired them up with UCM members
who were interested in the program.
This year over 50 Olivet students
have responded to the call of being a
big brother or big sister to a child in
need. So many students were interest
ed in the program that some had to be
turned away because there were not
enough children.
Big brothers and big sisters
are required to engage in an activity
with their little brother/Iittle sister at
least twice a month. Activities can be
on or off campus and cost as much as
the big brother/big sister is willing to
spend. Anna Dunbar, a sophomore
big sister, says, my little sister likes to
go to the cafeteria and eat with all the
people. She likes to go to my home
[dorm room] and see all my sisters
[dorm mates]. Other activities that
Anna and her little sister do include
painting their nails, baking, and
going to the library. All of these
activities can help establish a rela
tionship between the two sisters. Big
brothers and big sisters are also
encouraged to send cards and make
follow up phone calls as needed.
Not only does the ministry bless
the children, but so are the big brothers/big sisters. Anna Dunbar, an early
elementary education major, joined
the program last year. Anna says, I
got involved because I had love to
give away. She learns from her little
sister’s faith. She also realizes that
she has a wonderful family. These
realizations have come from caring
for a child less fortunate than herself.
Big Brothers/Big Sisters has had a
great impact on Olivet’s campus and
throughout
the
community.
Hopefully next year it will make even
a bigger sweep.

Presidential Perks

At one time aii American presi
dents, their wives and important
p o litica i figures were exempt
from paying postage.
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Fresh Faces...N eal W oodruff
By Michael Meier and
Dan Remmenga
Features writers
What about Olivet seems to
attract former students to return to
teach? Did they enjoy their time
here as students so much that they
could not resist coming back or is
there something in the water?
Professor Neal Woodruff discussed
why he is back at ONU, gives a
brief biography, and tells of his love
for music.
Neal “Woody” Woodruff
lived close to Olivet as a child. He
lived in Bourbonnais and attended
the public schools here in the area,
including BBCHS. As he grew up,
he ate, slept, and breathed music.
Professor Woodruff lived in a musi
cal environment with his piano-play
ing mother and musically gifted sib
lings.
Woodruff participated in
musicals, band, and choir, while
also competing in basketball, track
and cross-country. He also took pri
vate instrumental and vocal les
sons, the latter he received at ONU
starting his junior year of high
school. During that year, he also
felt the Lord leading him into
Christian Music Education.
Professor Woodruffs father

Neal W oodruff, an O livet
graduate, is back and as a
new Associate Professor
of M usic. (GlimmerGlass
photo by Sarah Kring)
was a member of the faculty when
he started attending school here,
which eased the transition from
high school to college. Woodruff
graduated from Olivet in 1991, and
later earned his master’s degree in
vocal pedagogy. He is currently fin
ishing his doctorate in conducting

through
the
University
of
Oklahoma. In order to receive his
doctorate, he must endure 6 hours
of written examinations per day for
three consecutive days, a fourth
day during which professors will grill
him on any given topic they choose,
as well as compose a dissertation.
This is not a typical 5 to 7 term
paper. Professor Woodruff said,
“most dissertations are between
200 and 500 pages.” His is due in
the fall of 2001, and if anyone pos
sesses information of choral
acoustics, his dissertation topic, he
would welcom the input.
During the past decade,
Woodruff has worked for the
Chicago Symphony, taught in public
schools, done background vocals
for well-known composers, and
held the postion of college music
professor. He taught for 4 years at
Southern Nazarene University in
Bethany, Oklahoma, and then for
one year at Malone College in
Canton, Ohio before returning to
Bourbonnais. His official title is
Associate Professor of Music.
Currently, he teaches Men’s Choir,
named Testament by its members,
the University Orchestra, private
voice lessons, conducting .la n d
church music.

He is most excited about
Testament
and
University
Orchestra. Professor Woodruff has
brought energy and excitement to
Testament. Woodruff trys to set an
example for students through his
humble attitude and Godly leader
ship. His current
concern is to
establish a foundation for the choir,
in its second year after a 10-year
hiatus. Woodruff is also in the
process of recruiting new members
for the Orchestra, especially those
who can play stringed instruments.
(Please contact the music depart
ment if you are interested).
His favorite type of music to
sing is opera; he sings Tenor I,
which is the highest male voice
part. Jazz is his favorite genre to
listen to, although he enjoys all
types of music. His favorite contem
porary albums include the Passion
albums and Vineyard UK. He also
enjoys Third Day, yet was unable to
attend the recent concert.
He and his wife, Shannon,
reside in Bourbonnais with their
2 1/2-year-old son, Ryan. Professor
Woodruff is jubilant to be “home,”
and hopes to be part of the ONU
Music Department for years to
come.

Dorm room ideas...

Freshmen, Emily Wright and Kerri
Wenger did there walls in polka dots and
added color with bright plastic crates.
(Glimmer Glass photo by Sarah Kring)

Freshman, Lisa Boyce and Sarah Weber
had shelves built on all the walls to hold
memorbilia
and
school
supplies.
(GlimmerGlass photo by Sarah Kring)
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Hometown: Grand Rapids, Michigan
Parents: Lucy Mcgraw and Mick McGraw(step dad)
Future plans: work in Chicago in the emeregency
room, further shcooling for nurse practitioner’s degree
and continue to be a dance instructor
Favorite Olivet memory: Broadway Revue
Feelings about nomination: I feel honored to be nomi
nated as a representative o f my class and this school...I
am excited for the upcoming Homecoming
events...(how fun is it that w e get to wear a white dress
for the coronation ceremony, the only other day besides
my wedding day that I anticipate wearing a white for
mal)
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Hometown: Freeport, Illinois
Parents: Mr. Steve Nunnery and
Ms. Denise Nunnery

Future plans: Travel the world! I’m not sure
when or how, but that’s what I want to do. Until
then, I’ll probably work or continue to go to
school.

Favorite Olivet memory: There are so many
good times to remember about being at Olivet. 1
loved this year’s Ollies Follies and all the laugh
w e had as a senior class.

Feelings about Homecoming nomination: I

if/t/ie r ij

guess I was surprised and a bit uneasy. I tend to
view these things as a popularity contest and
rather embarrassing. But I love all the girls in
volved and w e’ve had a lot o f fun participating
activities together, so I’m thankful for that!

Hometown: Naperville, Illinois
Parents: Richard and Jacqueline Krock
Future Plans: I plan on becoming a Certified
Public Accountant and working in either public
or private accounting.
Favorite Olivet memory: I have so many won
derful memories! One o f my favorites, though,
is playing powder-puff football. I love the other
girls, and our coaches are wonderful! I look for
ward to practice every night!
Feelings about nomination: I am very excited!
I am so thrilled to have been nominated and
plan to enjoy all o f the Homecoming activities.

Hometown: Goshen, Indiana
Parents’ names: Ed and Peggy Garcia
Future plans: I don’t have definite plans right now. I’d like
to spend a while living outside o f the U.S. If I don’t do that,
I’ll probably start working in social work right away. I’d like
to work with immigrants, helping them with all o f the adjust
ments and technicalities that com e along with moving to a
new country. After I work for a year or two I’d like to go on
to grad school.
Favorite Olivet memory: It’s hard to pick out just one favor
ite memory. I’ve had so much fun with all o f my friends here.
M y memories with them are the ones I’ll cherish the most.
Feelings about nomination: I feel very honored to have been
nominated to the Homecoming Court.

2 0 0 0 court/
Hometown: Granger, Iowa
Parents: William and Lois Anksorus
Future Plans: I am thinking about going to
grad, school to get my master’s in Healthcare
administration, but would like to help sick
children, but who knows. Someday, I want to
get married and have kids.

Favorite Olivet memory: Any late night in
the biology dept. I have lots o f other fun mem
ories, I just can’t narrow it down to one.

Feelings about Homecoming nomination: It
has been such an honor to even be considered
for the Homecoming court because there are so
many other deserving girls. Sometimes I’m not
sure how I should act, but I just hope we have
fun!

^yt/iÀsorus/

By Amy Lee
Spiritual Life writer

A Closer Look at Chapel Band

For several years, Chaplain
Bill Bray has wanted to add a new
dimension to chapel, something that
would help students interact with the
worship service in chapel in a new
and exciting way. The idea of a
chapel band became a reality this
year, with the student body president
Jeff Forgrave and vice president of
spiritual life Heather Nunnery being
instrumental in establishing it.
When it was decided that a
chapel band would definitely be
formed this year, Bill Bray contacted
Justin Nixon, a recent ONU graduate,
and asked him to fill the position of
worship leader for the band. Excited
at the opportunity to provide that
something more in chapel, Justin
became the worship leader and began
the process of holding auditions.
There was a tremendous
response from the student body, and
after three days of auditions the band
members had been selected from a
large number of qualified musicians,
Justin admits that while it was diffi
cult to pick a small number of stu

The C hapel Band in actio n , l-r, Ben Kunz, K im berly M eiste,
Justin N ixon, T h esso lin ica D ebutz (GlimmerGlass photo by

Sarah Kring)
dents from such a large group, he
feels that the 3 vocalists and 8 instru
mentalists that were chosen provide
the right blend of personality, as well
as talent.

What may not be so obvious
about the chapel band is the commit
ment that it requires. They practice
every Wednesday night from 8:30 to
about 11, spending time choosing and

rehearsing songs. With busy sched
ules consisting of classes, work, and
social activities, it is evident that they
are all wilting to devote time and
energy to the band.
Chapel band exists to help
students realize that there is a more
personal aspect to worship. And
while it is true that it has positively
impacted chapel, Justin is quick to
point out that worship has always
been a part of chapel. Worship (in
chapel) didn’t begin with the chapel
band, he comments. Worship is a
lifestyle, it’s something you choose to
do.
So what started out as a great
idea has evolved into the twelvemember band we see on the stage in
Chalfant every Wednesday and
Thursday. The band may expand their
horizons beyond chapel, but for now
chapel remains their main focus. It is
clear that God is using the chapel
band to benefit the student body, and
they will continue to help us all real
ize the importance of a personal and
heartfelt worship service.

Proclamation Gospel Choir New Ministry A Burden for
Prayer
By Renee Jorgenson
Spiritiual Life writer

By Erin Rumbly
Spiritual Life editor

H i love
lifts me up,” sa
Jennifer Andring;
up? You bet! Prc
that is. Proclamat H M p
own Gospel Choi
every Wednesda;
room. 140. Wha
unique? “It’s the
of music,” said
choir’s President, ‘ it s neei afiu muie
interactive...alive,” added Secretary
Juavona Simpson. “It’s the kind of P roclam ation in action!
music that we grew up singing in (GlimmerGlass photo by
church.
Sarah Kring)
The choir formed 2 1/2 years
ago as a small group of students who Freshman Amber Beardslee put it this
came because they loved to sing. Ev way, “I like it (choir practice)
ery week, they came faithfully and because they put worship first. It’s
practiced in the Kelley Prayer Chap not like we "have to hurry up and get
el. “We didn’t ever really do any this song ready.....it’s like we need to
thing,” Pitts explains, “we just want worship God first.”
ed to sing!” As time went on, new The plans for this year are exciting to
members began to join the choir and say the least! A concert for ONU stu
now there are around 30 or 40 people dents, as well as the Kankakee coim
who participate.
munity, is being planned, and the
One of the important goals choir has been asked to give concerts
for the choir is to break down some of at various churches, as close as the
the racial barriers on campus. The Bourbonnais-Kankakee area to as far
gospel music is partially responsible away as Detroit. There are so many
for this, because it gives members churches who have invited the choir
something in common: they all enjoy that difficult decisions must be made«
the music and love to sing and wor “we have to select where we go,” said
ship God.
Pitts.
People are always drawn
closer when they spend time together
praising Him, and that’s what Procla
mation is all about. Practice on
Wednesday nights is filled with
praise and worship, all the songs fo
cusing on Him. The atmosphere is
free and open to God’s Spirit; it realy is an uplifting experience. ONU

In the future, both Simpson
and Pitts agree that they would like to
see the choir grow into a University
tradition, “like Orpheus and the
Olivetians.” “We want this to go on
even when we’re not here,” Pitts
explained, “we want it to be some
thing that people gravitate to.”

By Deborah Bentley
Spiritual life on Olivet’s Spiritual Life writer
campus will soon be ignited with a
Every Friday night, a "blan
new women’s ministry" started by f
ket
of
prayer
covers the campus.
Alicia Stepney. Striving to be virtu
Alicia Stepney has started a ministry
ous women is what this ministry is all that prays for each dorm and the stu
about, stated Stepney.
dents who live inside. “God laid on
This ministry will be offered in the my heart a burden to pray for the
ius and the students,” said
Spring semester and is op
ey, a resident assistant in
women. It will be an opport
ims Hall.
A
Olivet Nazarene University
of students, with about eight
strong members, meets every
to gather not only with fad______
. at 11:30 p.m. in Williams
mature women in the community, but lobby and then they walk around
also with high school girls. In a world campus praying as God leads them.
filled with so many negative influ The group prays in front of the
ences, a women can find it hard to dorms, in front of Chalfant, in the
Kelly prayer chapel, or in the quad,
live a virtuous life. Through sessions they have been meeting for about a
and upcoming retreats Stepney prays month and a half. “We pray on
that her women will come to see and Fridays because that is when a lot of
understand the role of godly women things get started,” Stepney said.
The group does more than just pray.
in society. Younger women will be They sing songs and worship too.
able to build relationships with men Stepney believes in the power of
tors who exemplify Christ and Olivet prayer. “I believe that Christians
don’t pray enough. We never really
students will have the opportunity to spend time in prayer. Prayer is the
join support groups with women most powerful weapon we have
from all backgrounds. “Because I am against the enemy. It is a two-way
a Resident Assistant at Olivet, I hear communication with God. God
reveals to you his plan for you and
many issues that women deal with. your life.”
Self esteem, Christian relationships,
All that is necessary to join
and even marriage, said Stepney. She the group is to show up on a Friday
night. The group is looking for oth
continued by stating that God had ers to join them. Anyone is wel
given her the desire to begin this min come, according to Stepney, as long
istry over the summer. He led her to as they feel a burden to pray for this
read Proverbs 31 and she believes school.
that this scrip
ture is the basis
W « N eed You, N ow !
if yew ana « «muMam can p*ay orna (or mo»a)
for her ministry.
wirumarrt# from ina totìównB
For more infor
Guitar, Baas, Keyboard, Drum*
ametw can »trag
mation
about
Laad
Vocals
this ministry and
tor a band «onatottofi o* toaaa n m i mm**, and w nto tova
how you can get
to, and can laam «ama nata tong», vwrtta originai m altriai
involved, call
arto! partorm /apwamytoan, you rama to lajk to us'
Alicia Stepney
tor mora datai)*, cal tit ai
933*440« or 933-1431
at ext. 6327.
a rt tor Don

Congratulations Women’s Tennis
By Anna Babinski
Sports writer

Good things come to those
who wait. In this case it’s true. After
two years of being runner-up in the
regional tournament, the Women’s
tennis team finished on top. They
won the regional to advance them to
the National Tournament in Kentucky
in March. This is the first time the
team has qualified for the NAIA Na
tional Tournament.
As matches went by, the
team was getting closer and closer to
their goal. When they found out they
were going to National, they were
excited and relieved that the opportu
nity they’ve been working so hard for
all season finally came true.
Senior Lana Vanagasem
said, “I was, in one word, ELATED.
After being so close, it made it that
much sweeter to win this year, espe
cially s;nee it is my senior year.”
Senior Angela Lorenz added,
“It’s a great feeling to be going to
Nationals. I get a glimpse of what we
have accomplished most when peo
ple around campus say congratula
tions people that you are just acquain
tances with. It’s a great feeling. It
gives you a sense of accomplish
ment.”
The team came together and

then on. The team became very
close and connected both on the court
and off. Reflecting on the season
thus far, Vanagasem recalls, “My
most memorable moment wasn’t
really a MOMENT, it was more of an
attitude - we cheered each other on
and supported
each other even while we were play
ing our own
matches.”
Lorenz added, “There’s a lot
of good chemistry on the team. We
A bove: R achel R ussell, M ich elle W illiam s, A ngi Lorenz,
are all great friends and we have a
Lana Vanagseam , Jam ie H am stra, M eredith H upp, Tina
blast together. We all have a sense of
Z w irko ski, and T iffan y Field (S ubm itted p h oto )
encouragement when someone else is
got the job done. They had their eyes huge match for us. It was a complete playing. We are all for each other.”
fixed on Nationals ever since the pre team effort.”
As anyone can see, the team
season in August. They had the best
The team will come togeth is great at supporting
year ever in Olivet history. They er again in March for the
each other and they definitely know
were 15-3 overall and 39-8
NCCAA Christian Nationals in how to have a good time. Vanagasem
over the past three years. The team Georgia. The following week they added, “I also like the fact that we
played extremely well and they will be contending for the NAIA have a strong spiritual basis for our
deserve the proper recognition and National Championship. There is team and that we realize that winning
the chance to compete against the
still work to be done in order to finish isn’t the most
best teams in the nation.
their sofar successful season.
important thing in life.”
Coach Obie Coomer could They are currently continuing to run,
The team has a great love
not be more proud of his girls. “The lift, and play now, through the winter, for the game and for each other. They
group completed a task they started and up into their tournaments.
are hoping to continue this and take it
two years ago; It took everybody.
The success of the season to the National Tournaments. We
Angela and Tiffany (Field) won a was won more off the court
congratulate them and wish them the
best of luck, they deserve it.

Olivet football looking towards playoffs
By Preston Bittenbender
Sports writer

Who would have really ex
pected that the Olivet Tiger football
program would have made it to the
playoffs? It was obvious that they had
a lot of unanswered questions coming
into the 2000 football season.
The problem was not that
they did not have the talent They
did. Their offense returned two solid
running backs in Terence Streator
who ran for 12 Touchdowns and over
700 yards in 1999, and Ben Burke
who added over 500 yards of his
own. The Tigers also did some
recruiting. The offense has been led
this season by Bowling Green State
transfer C J. Banks.
On the other side of the ball,
the Tigers also returned some key de
fensive players. However, there is
more to a football team than the 22
players that rotate on and off the
field.
So was it the coach
ing? Not a chance. New head coach
Gary Newsome is no stranger to
Olivet or to success. Coach
Newsome, a 1974 graduate of Olivet
was assistant football coach from
1980-1982 as well as head baseball
coach here at Olivet.
so
if we were returning solid players,
and we were bringing in an obvious
ly qualified head coach, what wer6 all
the questions about? According to
coach Newsome the problem was
simple, however, so was the solution.
“We only had 26 returning players;
72 kids left, whether through gradu
ation jpbr just a simplef decision to
r-:'- ¡ !• i: iW
r
• _ J ~w,. . j -'
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O livet fo o tb all players are in
p reparation fo r th e upcom 
ing fo o tb all gam e

(GlimmerGlass photo by Sarah
Kring)

we should get a bid for the NAIA
playoffs.” Although a loss wouldn’t
ruin their hopes for a bid to the
Victory Bowl, the Tigers look for
ward to the prospects of the national
playoffs, a scenario that puts them in
a must win situation for the next two
weeks.
An attempt to look back at
the last time the Tigers stepped it up
in a must-win situation takes very lit
tle history. Faced with a must-win
situation two weeks ago against
Taylor University, the Tigers again
stepped up to the challenge. Taylor
came into the game with a 2-5 record,
but had lost four of those games by a
touchdown or less. The Tigers didn’t
care. Thanks to a 127 yard rushing
game from Streater and a dominating
defense that held the Trojans to 36
rushing yards, Olivet came away with
the 41-5 victory, this left them two
victories away from a shot at the
NAIA playoffs, and in second place
in the
Mid-State Football

Association. This week, is the tough
est challenge yet for the Tigers,
McKendrie, a team that sits atop the
conference at 5-0.
They average about 350
yards on the ground. That allows
them to bum people with the play-ac
tion pass. They run, ran, run, make
everyone commit and then they hit
you with the long pass. Our goal is to
not allow the cheap touchdown on
long passes. The tenth and final week
is a match-up against the University
of St. Francis. Although the fighting
Saints have a third-place 2-3 record,
Coach Newsome knows that there is
plenty of motivation involved. “If
any motivation is needed, and at this
point there shouldn’t be, it is that an
Olivet team has never beaten St.
Francis of Illinois.” Of Course, that
is above and beyond the most impor
tant motivation hinted Newsome, “To
get in to the playoffs or the Victory
Bowl, that game is a must.

leave. We also lost all but one full
time coach on our staff. It was pretty
easy to understand people’s low ex
pectations. But we felt that if we
could replace about six or seven holes
through the recruitment process, then
we would be pretty good.”
The Tigers have exceeded hanks es
pecially to a four game winning
streak in which they have outscored
there opponents by an average of four
touchdowns, and they are looking for
a playoff bid. What is really out of
pur hands are the 17 voters across the
country« If we win the last two O livets o ffen sive lin e is looking strong during
practices
games, we would be in the top 16. If
d uring th e w eek
we just take care of our business, then
(Glimmer Glass photo by Sarah Kring)
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W omens soccer team
fm ishes strongly
By Ryan hansen
Sports writer
The Lady Tiger soccer team
has something to build upon as they
head to the off-season: a strong fin
ish. Despite a season filled with dif
ficulties and disappointments the
team managed to stay focused and
continued to play hard. They will
have something to build upon next
year as they strive to meet their goals.
The team began their season
with a loss to Ferris St. University.
Unfortunately this would set the tone
for the rest of the season. They
would struggle on to a record of 1-9
in the month of September. Notable
games were the one-goal losses to
Benedictine and St. Xavier. Through
all this the ladies did not give up.
This perseverance would prove to
pay off at the end of the season.
October proved to be a much
better month for the Lady Tigers. In
their seven games that month, they
had an excellent record of 5-2-1. The
team members seemed to come
together, and this showed in their

C.J. Banks
O N U ’s top
quarterback
1

Sand Sharks class B intram ural volleyball champs
By Kristie Ingram
Sports writer

play. They had played hard all year
and their efforts finally paid off.
Some notable wins were the 4-0
blasting of Taylor Christian College
and the overtime win over St.
Francis. The team became road
warriors, winning 4 out of their 5
wins on the road. They won their
last three games, which were on the
road, to finish with a record of 6-111, this was not where they wanted to
be, but will serve as a steppingstone to success.
Bill Bahr and the Lady
Tigers can look forward to an opti
mistic future. They showed this by
playing tough and not giving up.
The team will be losing some key
contributors who must be recog
nized and congratulated for their
efforts.
Ann Peterson, Drew
Adams, Janelle MacKay, and
Burgandy Reid will all be missed
next season. Congratulations to the
team for a hard fought season and a
good effort through adversity.

This years Class B intramu
ral volleyball team, the Sand Sharks,
swallowed up the competition. Con
sisting of Anna Babinski, Zach Free
man, Jennifer Delk, Diana Wendell,
Nate Johnston, Marc Shaner,
Bethany Botzum, Christina Golden,
and Jeremy Riddle, this team of ath
letes parted the waters and took
home the ‘T-shirt’!
Intramurals provide an es
cape from the serious and structured
nature of other sports. “I think
Intramurals is a great time to just
have fun,”? said team member
Bethany Botzum.
“I have to take basketball se
riously, but when I play with the
Sand Sharks, I can relax and just
play.” Teammate, Anna Babinski,
shares in Bethany’s attitude about
having fun. Anna says, “we are all
pretty good friends since we all play
Basketball together, so. it was fun to
get away from that and play volley
ball.”

NCCAA Tournejj

By Edmond Bloom

By Neal Hollis

Sports writer

Sports writer

C.J. Banks ONU’s top quar
terback is a transfer from Bowling
Green State University (B.G.). While
Banks attend there he was on a full
athletic scholarship. Banks could
have attended an even better Division
One school to play basketball but he
chose B.G.; so he would have the
opportunity to play his first love, foot
ball. Banks attended Chillicothe High
School in Ohio. Banks was an allstate football player there. One of
Banks’ former opponents is now his
teammate and roommate Ben Burke
who played for Painet Valley High
School along with former foe and cur
rent coach is our very own Gary
Newsome. Banks is 6’4 and weighs
215 lbs. Banks through eight games
passing percentage is 56.6 for 219124-9 (attempts, completions and
interceptions). Banks has thrown for
10 touchdowns for 1725 yards.
Banks’ longest touchdown pass has
been for 54 yards. Banks has thrown
for 215.6 per game. Banks is current
ly a junior here at ONU. Also, accord
ing to the National Association of
Collegiate Athletics (NAIA), Banks is
ranked 14^ in the nation. Banks is on
to fine start here at ONU and he will
continue to get better. A year from
now Banks may very well be ranked
the number one quarterback in nation.
As Banks continues to press on, it’s
just a matter of time.

The • Olivet Nazarene j
Men’s soccer team finished out the
[regular season with a 1-0 victory
[SgainsB Monmouth College last
[Wednesday, giving the Tiger’s a
[final record o f 10-8.
The Tigers started out on
top this season, but seemed to lose
momentum mid-way through. [
[Towards the end, ONU picked it [
back up. and the team recently ]
[climbed above the .500 mark. Thè ;
win against Monmouth gave the
Tigers some extra confidence going
¡into preparation for the NCCAA
-playoffs* and they are ready, for
post-season competition.
Y The Men’s team clinched a
berth in the NCCAA Regional tour
nament with ■a ' ; victory ■;[o v e r \
Huntington College on October 2 l l
The Tigers failed to make the NAIA
playoffs this year, mainly because
¡of ^ their early season slump,
ijfowever, the1,trip to the NCCAiV
¡tpurney is a great from last season.
The 1999-2000 Men’s soc
cer squad failed to make post-seajim play.'"'/
“We really have improved
^ :Ìo t” *[ says team co-captain, Jason ]
¡Hoffer. “This year has been a build
i n g block, and-w e did te v e ^ wii^ ;:
|%mueh:
ÉÈmgJèasojt^

-»

_ The NCCAA Regions

playoffs will be held in Chicago th(|j
weekend of October 10% The;
Tigers will start out against rivalt
Trinity Christian College, and drey,
must win two games to advance to
the NCCAA Nationals. If the m e ^
do win in Chicago, they will bef
heading to Florida to play against
the Champions from each region. ;i
“We are excited to hayfl
this opportunity this season. Ih l?
whole year has been a stepping
stone”, Hoffer claims.
A lot of players made %
impact this season. There are if®
many great players on the team ,;#
r would be unfair to name only a few |
A lot of young talent helped ,tp§
[; squad do so great, and the newcom
ers have given Coach Tom Knowles
[ a lot of promise for future Seasonsm
A good statistic for O N tfiff
- the fact that they scored 55 goals p p
the season. That is a lot o f scoring,
and that means the team had a high
scoring, powerful offense.
The defense tins seascl|
was equally skilled. The T ig^rf
were quick and ‘ tenacious
defense for most of the year, - a n J
they allowed 36 goals on the regular
[ season. ONU is preparing for their
[ opportunity. Expectthe Tigers to ]b |
warming it up in Florida, They a r i
headed for the playoffs, and tbeyfrig

From basketball to volley
ball, this team took on the competi
tion and had lots of fun. Taking the
championship wasn’t all fun; some
effort had to be made.
“We had a really athletic
team,” said Jenn Delk. “Zach’s
height really helped us out a lot.”
Although composed of
mostly athletic people, the Sand
Sharks had to deal with schedule
conflicts.
“We had to play some games,
with only four players because of
other conflicts with classes
and work,” said Freeman. “Our team
was well put together, and we held up
great to win the championship.”
Cold nights, work and class
schedules, stress, short-handed
games, all part of Intramurals; how
ever, fun, free t-shirts, and good
times with friends are all that is re
membered. The Sand Sharks knew
how to maintain fun and balance,
enjoying the game and playing hard.

A look at
Olivet Varsi
ty Sports
Here is what has happened in
Tiger sports this week:
Football (7-2 overall, 5-1 MSFA)defeated #4 ranked McKendree
35-20
Men’s Cross Country-Finished
fifth at CCAC meet
Women’s Basketball-started the
season with two wins
Women’s Volleyball (30-11 over
all, 4-1 CCAC)-went 2-3 for the
week
Women’s Cross Country-First at
CCAC meet, advance to the
NAIA National Meet

Football (7-2 overall; 5-1
MSFA):
11/4 #24 ONU-35 #4 McKendree20
♦Offensive stars for the Tigers:
QB C.J. Banks-24 of 32 for 309
yards and 4 touchdowns
-was named MSFA Midwest
Player of the Week
WR Paul Shipman-11 receptions
121 yards and 3 touchdowns
RB Ben Burke-15 carries for 159
yards and 3 receptions for 69
yards
and 1 touchdown

Sports
RB Terrance Streater-19 carries
for 70 yards

13

15-5. 5-15. 15-91

Blocks: Sara Pohl-6. Ivana

Women’s Basketball (2-01:

Aces: Erin Ouwenga-3

Fabrvova-2

**For the game, the offense
racked up 548 yards.

11/3 #24 ONIJ-75 Pt. Loma
Nazarene-72

Kills: Lauren Miller-24. Carvn
Boer-11. Ivana Fabrvova-10

Next Match: Nov. 7 w/Dominican

Defensive stars for the Tigers:

Top Scorers for ONU:

LB Greg Murphy-17 tackles (8
solo), one tackle for loss, one
sack

-Christina Golden-16 points

Digs: Julie Leman-18. Ivana
Fabrvova-17. Lauren M iller-10

*CCAC Conference Tournament

-Stacey Maurer-12 points

Assists: Julie Leman-49

********$********$$***$****

-Angela Lorenz-10 points

Blocks: Sara Pohl-12. Carvn
Boer-4. Ivana Fabrvova-4

Women’s Cross Countrv-

FS Ben Richardson-5 tackles (3
solo), one fumble recovery for a

-Diana Wendell-10 points

touchdown (37 yds), one inter
ception

11/4 #24 ONIJ-91 Bartlesville
Weslevan-66

LB Jeremy Wisehart-14 tackles
(8 solo), two tackles for loss

Top Scorers for ONU:

SS Byron Smith-12 tackles (6
solo)

-Shelly Broughton-16 points

**A good place to see how the
Tigers rank in national statistics,
is www.naia.org. click on foot
ball. then statistics and ratings,
finally 2000 statistics. There are
severall categories that Olivet
players are listed under.

-Lanita Thomas-18 points
-Stacev Maurer-14 points
-Bethany Botzum-12 points
-Christina Golden-10 points
-Diana Wendell-10 points
Next Game: Nov. 10
w/MidAmerica Nazarene (5:30
pm)

Next game: Nov. 11 w/St. Francis
0 :0 0 pml
**When McKendree defeats St.
Ambrose and the Tigers win on
Saturday. Olivet will tie for the
Conference championship for the
second consecutive year.

Women’s Volleyball (30-11 over
all. 4-1 CCAC1:
10/31 ONIJ-3 St. Xavier-0 (15-11.
15-12. 15-121
Aces: Ivana Fabrvova-1. Lauren
M iller-1

M en’s Cross Country-Fifth in
the CCAC Championship Cross
Country Meet
*Top Performer for the Tigers- )
Nick Landrv-finished 7th-was
named to the CCAC AllConference team due to his per
formance.

Kills: Lauren Miller-16. Ivana
Fabrvova-14. Carvn Boer-11
Digs: Lauren Miller-21. Erin
Ouwenga-12, Hannah Edwards-12
Assists: Julie Leman-45
Blocks: Sara Pohl-6. Lauren
Miller-5. Carvn Boer-4
NCCAA National Tournament
11/2 ONU-3 Cedarville-1 0 5 -5 .

11/2 ONII-1 Mt. Vernon
Nazarene-3 G 3-15.4-15.15-5.il-

/8:30 pml

Won the CCAC Championship
Cross-Country Meet

151

Finishers for ONU were:

Aces: Jo Terracciano-2. Erin
Ouwenga-2

Sara Stevenson-3rd

Kills: Ivana Fabrvova-17. Lauren
Miller-14. Carvn Boer-11

Abbv Ferguson-5th
Lvnnae Melin-6th

Digs: Ivana Fabrvova-18. Lauren
Miler-17

Leigh Vickroy-7th

Assists: Julie Leman-42

Stacie Beaslv-8th

Blocks: Sara Pohl-4. Carvn Boer3_

Melissa Leatherman-9th

11/3 ONIJ-2 MidAmerica
Nazarene-3 ('12-15.15-5.15-6.815.12-151

**all were named CCAC AllConference
**Abbv Ferguson was named

Aces: Jo Terracciano-3

CCAC Freshman of the Year

Kills: Lauren Miller-23. Ivana
Fabrvova-17. Carvn Boer-16

**Luke McLean was named

Digs: Ivana Fahrvova-16. Lauren
Miller-15. Hannah Edwards-14
Assists: Julie Leman-64

CCAC Women’s Coach of the
Year
***************************

Blocks: Sara Pohl-8. Lauren
Miller-5

I think that’s everything that took

11/3 ONU-O Christian Heritage-3
(4-15. 12-15. 12-151

this week, so if vou have a

Aces: Wendv Waldrop-3

Tiger athletic teams. Have a good

Kills: Erin Ouwenga-8. Lauren
Miller-6. Ivana Fabrvova-5

week.

Digs: Julie Leman-8. Erin
Ouwenga-8
Assists: Julie Leman-17

place. There are some big games
chance, come and support your

Marc Shaner
Sports Information Director
Olivet Nazarene University

Welcome Olivet Friends . . .
We Invite You to
Join Us in a
Celebration o f

Kankakee First
Church o f the Nazarene
1000 N orth Entrance Avenue, Kankakee, Illinois:

Our 10:00 A.M . service
w ill include special music
with our choir and saxo
phonist Brad Zehr. In
our 6:00 PM . service we
w ill have a combined
adult and childrens choir\
Dr. Edward Heck w ill be
bringing a message in
both services. Join us for
a great day oj

FallPlay:
ortance o f Being Earnest

,=Tfc

By Anthony Sykes
.* %

Arts writer

It’s starting to get cold, the
doesn’t seenreaSy, as the cast has
leaves are falling off the trees and
put in many hours.of tiresome work.
Halloween has come and gone. Yes,
The cast practices on Mondays,
fall is here. And once again it’s time. Wednesdays, Fridays, and Saturdays,
for the fall play. This year’s play is
The cast has put in lots of time to
“The Importance of Being Earnest”
make this performance exceptional,
by Oscar Wilde. The basic theme
Credit goes to all the cast members,
deals with the concept of truth. The
directors and every one else in
play will have an original view
* volved;
>
because it takes a comical look into
Come see how their hard
real societal situations. Director* of < work has paid off and laugh alongTheatre and Associate Professor of
with the cast members at the humor
the Communications Department, • involved in the play..:
Jeff Wells feels as though this
“I still laugh at it even after having
approach will be very effective in
practiced it for this long and having
stressing points. “This play is a great gotten use to the punch lines”, said
use of comedy to make a serious f 1 ■ Brown.
point,” said Wells.
No matter how one looks at
One of the lead roles in the it, “The Importance of Being Earplay belongs to Courtney Brown.
nest”, seems to be a play that can
Brown is “Gwendolen”, who she re- appeal to many,
fers to as somewhat of a spoiled city
The show starts at Kresge
girl’who tends to be rather silly. This Auditorium on Nov. 16 at 7:30 p.m.,
is Brown’s first theatrical perfor‘ followed by performances on the
mance and was unsure of audition17th and 18th at 7:30 p.m. as well,
ing at first, but now is thankful for
General admission is $5, with stuLaura Hebert, who talked her into it. dents and senior prices at $4 a piece.
“I have absolutely loved being a part Tickets are available at the secreof this play,” said Brown.
tary’s desk in the communications
However, all the sides of a
office as well as at the door. See you
play aren’t all fun. Being on the cast there!

A cto rs go through th e ir lines during dress reh earsal.

(GlimmerGlass photo by Sarah Kring)

O liv e t’s O rchestra perform s in K resge A u ditorium during
th e Fall C o ncert.

(GlimmerGlass photo by Ashley Martin>

O livet Concert Band,
Orchestra performance:
A Fall Concert
O liv e t’s C o n cert Band perform s under th e in stru ctio n o f
D irecto r Don R eddick.

(GlimmerGlass photo by Ashley Martin)

O rchestra m em bers B ethany R obinson and
L arry A llen perform during th e Fail C o ncert.

.(GlimmerGlass photo by Ashley Martin) (Photo b y ' .'
Sarah K r i n g ) _________ _______________________

By Kimberly Meiste
Arts writer "

Olivet presented ‘‘A Fall
Concert,” that featured the U ni
versity Orchestra and Concert'/
Band on Tuesday, Oct. 31. The
concert was in held in Kresge
Auditorium where many stu
dents, family, and faculty at
tended. Many o f the band
members talked about how they
enjoyed the night and about
their reasons they thought the
night was a success.
“Professor Woodruff
has done a great job putting ev
erything together. I believe
that this is a rebuilding year
and that w e are getting better
every time w e play,” comment
ed Orchestra member David
Wonder.
Mr. N eal Woodruff, who
is in his first year teaching here
at Olivet, directed the
;«- '
Orchestra beautifully. They
performed “Egmont Overture”
by Beethoven and
,, .
... *
“L’Arlesienne: Suite N o.l" by 1
Georges Bizet. The-----Orchestra’s concert mistress for

•v.

-

f

the night was first chair vio
linist M olly Brewer,
O N U ’s Concert Band
•: follow ed the Orchestra’s per
formance. They are directed
by the M usic Department
Chair, Dr. Don Reddick.
They played many pieces,
including the
march, “Esprit de Corps”.
They also played a song that
had been dedicated to the cit
o f Washington, D .C., titled
; “Full Spectrum”. A lso that
evening the band performed i
piece by John Williams, who
is the writer o f many
Olympic theme songs and
m ovie soundtracks. The song
w as titled “A Hymn to N ew
England”. The band also en
tertained the audience with
such pieces as “ Geneva Vari
ation” and Conzensus”.
Be sure to look in
Larson Fine Arts Center for
. upcoming concerts, and ’
recitals.

Arts & Entertainment
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Third Day, guests
“Friends” rule
Olivet prime time impress Olivet
By Ashley Martin
Arts editor

Many Olivet students spend
their nights studying, but for those
students who need a break from time
to time, television is the answer,
There was a recent poll conducted
that included 100 Olivet students on
campus. The question was, “ What is
your favorite T.V. show?”
There was no apparent trend
in the results, basically everyone has
different tastes.
From sitcoms to
cartoons that are sure to be unheard
of by most, everyone is unique when
it comes to television.
Many males on campus enjoy Sports Center and other students
who are more educationally focused
like to watch Dateline, 20/20, the
Discovery, History, and Weather
Channels, and documentary shows
featured on TLC. 16% of Olivet stu-

dents watch these types of shows,
Students who want to be entertained and find humor choose to
watch WWF, The Simpsons, and
other cartoons. Other students like to
watch shows that are now only re
runs such as Saved By the Bell, Martin, and Magnum P.I.
15% of Olivet students
watch Friends alone, which is the
most watched show of all Olivetians
polled. All other shows didn’t exceed
more than two or three percent,
which shows the extreme diversity in
tastes among those polled,
Whether one likes humor or
drama, excitement or education, t.v.
is the place to find it all. Not only
does T.V. offer enough variety to suit
everyone’s liking, it also provides a
great way to escape from studying.

T hird Day, to u rin g th e ir cu rren t album “O fferin gs,” per
form ed to a packed C h alfan t H all on Th u rs., O ct. 24 at
7:30 p.m . ( GlimmerGlass photo by Sarah Kring)

Strobe light on
Prof.
B ill Jurev
By Ashley Martin
Arts Editor ,
If you have taken a photog
raphy class, played a sport at Olivet
or your picture has been taken for
the Olivetian, then you probably
know or have seen Photographer and
Professor, Bill Jurevich.
Professor Jurevich began his
trade and found his passion for pho
tography when he was a sophomore
in High School. As a sophomore, he
began to work for The Harold News
in Joliet. Upon his High School grad
uation, he decided to further his edu
cation at Bradley University, in Peo
ria. There he received a Bachelor of
Science Degree in Journalism.
When he graduated from
college, his boss from the Joliet
Harold News asked him to accom
pany him in taking a job at the The
Daily Journal in Kankakee. He has
worked there ever since, now having
spent 20 years as a staff photographer
and a Photo Editor for 10. He has
won the Peter Lisgaor Award five
times for his photography in journal
ism.
In 1986 he opened a photography
studio called “The Image Group”
with two
partners. He has since
bought both of them out and now
runs and operates the business on his
own. The studio specializes in
Commercial Photography as opposed
to photography that specializes in
weddings, family and children’s por
traits. “The Image Group” special
izes in corporate and business pho
tography.
Professor Jurevich had

taught at Olivet for two semesters and
his photography experience is very
evident. He has also realized how
much more can be done in the realm
of Photography at Olivet. He be
lieves that classes could be expanded
to cover the History of Photography,
Advanced Photography, and much
more. In his photography classes he
covers many different aspects of pho
tography but believes it to be benefi
cial to the student to spend more time
on one particular topic. Students
would then focus on that specific
aspect of photography and specialize
in that area for a semester.
“I would like to instill in stu
dents that they can discover hidden
talents that could direct them in mak
ing a career choice. A career choice
that may not have been chosen or
considered before. I just like to take
the gifts that students already have
and fine tune them,” said Professor
Jurevich.

K endall Payne, th e sin g er/so n g w riter fo r th e them e
song o f th e W B sitcom “Popular,” perform ed as an
opening act fo r T hird Day. (GlimmerGlass photo by Sarah

Kring)

Student Recitals
Presented b y l The Music
Department
Date: Nov. 20th
Time:7:30
Place:Kresge Auditorium
(Performers will be onnouncec
within the week.)

M em ber o f th e latin band “S alvad o r” perform ed a w ide var
e ty o f m usic as an opening act fo r T h ird Day.

(GlimmerGlass photo by Sarah Kring)

of the Nazarene
Partnering
with

Olivet
for

Home
Groups

C ljrisl
throughl..

inistry
Training
Center

(internships)

Volunteer
Ministries

Dan Boone — "Going
Home"
9:00 Olivet’s Women’s Choir
10:30 Orpheus Choir
11:15 Olivet’s Men’s Choir
in Kresge Auditorium
■

i

